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Abstract: The atomic scattering factor in the energy range of 11.2–15.4 keV for the ASTRO-
H Soft X-ray Telescope (SXT) is reported. The large eﬀective area of the SXT makes use of
photon spectra above 10 keV viable, unlike most other X-ray satellites with total-reflection
mirror optics. Presence of gold’s L-edges in the energy band is a major issue, as it complicates
the function of the eﬀective area. In order to model the area, the reflectivity measurements in
the 11.2–15.4 keV band with the energy pitch of 0.4 – 0.7 eV were made in the synchrotron
beamline Spring-8 BL01B1. We obtained atomic scattering factors f1 and f2 by the curve
fitting to the reflectivities of our witness sample. The edges associated with the L-I, II, and
III transitions are identified, of which the depths are found to be roughly 60% shallower than
those expected from the Henke’s atomic scattering factor.
c© 2016 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (340.7470) X-ray mirrors; (300.6560) Spectroscopy, X-ray.
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1. Introduction
The international X-ray observatory ASTRO-H [1], later renamed HITOMI, was launched on
February 17, 2016(JST). Two Soft X-ray Telescopes (SXT-I and SXT-S) are mounted on the
ASTRO-H satellite [2]. The SXT-I and SXT-S focus X-ray images on the respective focal plane
detectors of the CCD camera (SXI) and the micro-calorimeter (SXS).
The SXS boasts the unprecedentedly high energy resolution at the hard X-ray band (see
below). One of the goals of the ASTRO-H mission is the first detection of a decay line from the
hypothetical sterile neutrino in the keV mass range [3]. The sterile neutrino is one of the more
likely candidates for the constituent of the dark matter, and if detected, it would be the first
direct evidence of the mysterious dark-matter constituent. Many astronomers have searched for
the line signal, yet to no avail, hampered presumably by both insuﬃcient energy resolution of
the past instruments and the instrumental edge structures (e.g., [4]), the latter of which smears
out the weak line and pushes it below the detection limit. The ASTRO-H SXS has in principle
a much higher potential to detect the line than any of the past X-ray instruments, due to its
superior energy-resolution. However, very fine calibration of the eﬀective area of the telescope
SXT, particularly at around the gold edges, is essential to exploit fully the high resolution of the
SXS.
The SXTs adopt the Wolter-I type optics with the reflector surface coated with gold. One of
the hurdles in constructing the SXT response is to obtain the accurate reflectivity around the
complex gold L edges, which appear in the 11–15 keV band. One of the issues of the SXTs
response construction is then to know the reflectivity around the gold L edges that appears in
the 11-15 keV band. In order to model the eﬀective-area curve in the edge bands, the reflectivity
of the SXT’s gold surface with a precise energy pitch should be measured, on which we focus
in this paper. Other issues are, and will be, separately addressed in our companion papers, such
as [5].
In the past (and partly still active) X-ray missions of ROSAT [6], BBXRT [7], ASCA [8],
BeppoSAX [9], XMM-Newton [10], Swift XRT [11], Suzaku [12], and ASTRO-SAT [13],
a gold mono-layer was adopted for the reflector’s surface in their optics. Since the energy
resolution of their focal plane detectors is at best E/ΔE ∼ 50, reflectivity with a resolution
better than 10 eV has not been required strongly. An existing cataloged table of the atomic scat-
tering factor with a course energy pitch of 30 eV (e.g., [14]) should be suﬃce in modeling the
eﬀective area in the response function for the instruments onboard those satellites.
The energy resolution of the focal plane detector SXS-XCS of the ASTRO-H SXT-S is as
good as ∼5 eV at 6 keV [15], which corresponds to the resolution power of ∼ 1000. The
reflectivity with an energy pitch with a few eV or better is required for the calculation of the
eﬀective area of the SXT.
Motivated with this, we have conducted the pre-flight experiment to measure the reflectivity
of the reflectors of the ASTRO-H SXT for the energy range of 11–15 keV, using a synchrotron
beamline at Spring-8. We here present the result of our experiment, in which we have
accomplished the finest energy-pitch measurements of 0.4–0.7 eV, ever reported at this energy
range for the SXT reflector.
2. Experiment
2.1. Reflectivity of a mono layer
The X-ray reflectivity of a mono layer is known to be dependent on the physical condition of
the incident X-rays and the layers. The reflectivity is given by the following equation, using the
Nevot-Croce exponential factor, which takes into account the eﬀect of the surface roughness on
X-ray scattering [16],
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R = R0 exp
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝−nin j sin θi sin θ j
(
4πσ
λ
)2⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (1)
where R0 is the ideal surface reflectivity calculated with the Fresnel equations, ni and n j are
indices of refraction between the two layers, θi and θ j are the incident and reflected angles of
X-rays, and σ is the surface roughness. If the vacuum atmosphere for the incident space and
specular reflection (θi = θ j = θ) are assumed, Eq. 1 is simplified as
R = R0 exp
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝−n sin2 θ
(
4πσ
λ
)2⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (2)
The complex refractive index of a layer consisting of a single element is
n˜ = 1 − δ − i β (3)
where δ and β are related to the atomic scattering factors f1 and f2 via equations
δ =
Nare
2π
λ2 f1 (4)
β =
Nare
2π
λ2 f2 (5)
and
Na = (N0/A)ρ (6)
with the Avogadro constant N0, a classical electron radius re , an atomic number A, a mass
density ρ, and an X-ray wavelength λ.
The ideal surface reflectivity R0 is then calculated as
R0 =
h − θθc
√
2(h − 1)
h + θθc
√
2(h − 1) (7)
h =
(
θ
θc
)2
+
√
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(
θ
θc
)2
− 1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
2
+
(
β
δ
)2
(8)
where θc is a critical angle and is given by
θc =
√
2δ. (9)
In summary, the reflectivity is a function of the energy (E or wavelength λ), incident angle (θ)
of X-rays and roughness (σ), and mass density (ρ) and the atomic scattering factors ( f 1 and
f 2) of the surface layer. In order to obtain all these parameters for the ASTRO-H SXT reflector,
we measure the reflectivity, using the witness sample.
2.2. Measurements
2.2.1. Spring-8 BL01B1
X-ray reflectivity was measured at the BL01-B1 beam line at the SPring-8
facility of the Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute (Proposal numbers
2014A1471/2014B1475). Figure 1, which was originally published in the SPring-8 website
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(http://www.spring8.or.jp/wkg/BL01B1/instrument/lang/INS-0000000401) illustrates a
schematic arrangement of our setup of the beam shaping in the measurements.
The incident beam from the ring is reflected at two gracing angle mirrors and two crystals.
From the ring side, the first collimating mirror, the first crystal, the second crystal and the second
focusing mirror are positioned in this order. The two mirrors are positioned in front and rear of
the two crystals.
Fig. 1. Configuration for the monochromator system in our experiment at the Spring-8
BL01B1 beamline. The details of each component are listed in Table 1. The configuration
around the sample at the experimental hutch is shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
Table 1. Mirrors and crystals in the beam line BL01B1
Mirrors...............
First collimating mirror Second focusing mirror
Feature Vertical collimation Vertical focusing
Higher harmonic elimination Higher harmonic elimination
Size [mm] 1000 × 90 × 50 1000 × 90 × 50
Coating Rh Rh
Surface Cylindrical bent Cylindrical bent
Substrate Si SiO2
Crystals...............
1st and 2nd crystals
Diﬀraction plane Si (311)
Energy [keV] 7.1-72
ΔE/E 3 × 10−5–2 × 10−4
For the material for the diﬀraction plane, Si(311) double-crystals (d = 1.63747Å) were
chosen to cover the energy range of 9–16 keV. A typical photon flux at the position of a sample
for a beam size of 10 mm (horizontal) × 0.2 mm (vertical) is 1 × 109–2 × 1010 photon s−1 in
7.1–72 keV.
The beamline scientists of BL01B1 had made careful tunings of the 1st mirror and the DCM.
The shape of the 1st mirror was finely controlled and the purity of the energy was dominated by
the rocking curve of the two crystals. The energy resolution was calibrated and was summarized
as http://bl01b1.spring8.or.jp/technical/Resolution.gif.
The energy resolution of the beam is ΔE/E ∼ 3×10−5 (FWHM), which corresponds to 0.3
eV at ∼ 10 keV. In contrast, the energy pitch of the DCM stage is 0.4 – 0.7 eV, which is the
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Fig. 2. Configuration at the experimental hutch for the energy calibration.
dominant factor that determines the energy resolution in our measurements.
The second mirror is designed to focus the beam to ∼0.3 mm in height at the sample, which
is located at 4.9 m away from the sample reflector. The mirrors are tilted to cut out high-energy
photons; the tilt angle is tuned within the critical angle for the energy of ∼20 keV (=3mrad). In
the energy band of 9–16 keV, the higher harmonics are negligible. The diverging angle of the
incident beam is limited with the viewing angle of the 1 m long second mirror viewed from the
sample, which is about 0.04 degrees in full width. Since the 1 meter long mirror makes X-rays
diverge to the vertical direction, the divergence is dominated to the vertical direction and is
negligible to the horizontal direction.
The ion chambers are used to detect X-rays. Table 2 summarizes their dimensions. One
chamber (I0) is mounted between the beam slit and the sample, whereas the other (I1) is
mounted at the end. The output current of the ion chambers are read out with a current amplifier
Keithley Current Amplifier 428. The output voltage is sent to the low-pass filter electronics
and then is converted to a digital number with a combination of a voltage-frequency converter
and a counter. Finally, we read the output counts of the ion chambers I0 and I1, and determine
transmissivity of the foils and reflectivity of the reflectors.
2.2.2. Energy calibration
The calibration of the relation between the crystal angle and the energy was based on
identification of the pre-edge of the Cu-K absorption at ∼8.979 keV with the 1s− >3d(+4p)
transition. The configuration for the transmission measurements is shown in Fig. 2. The 6μm-
thick Cu film is used for the calibrator. Figure 4 plots the transmission spectra in units of the
normalized transmissivity μt = −log(I1/I0). Figure 4 also shows the first derivative of μt. We
identified the local minimum of the derivatives as the Cu-K pre-edge. We then gave an oﬀset
of the crystal rotation stage to match the energy at the minimum as 8980.48 eV [17]. A typical
error of the energy at the minimum is ∼1 eV. To check our oﬀset number, we measured the
transmissivity of a 5μm-thick platinum foil. We found that the energy of the very sharp edge
of the Pt-L2 transition was consistent with the cataloged value of 13.27190(3) keV within 1
eV [17]. We interpret this 1 eV error as the systematic uncertainty of the incident energy in our
experiment in 11.2–15.4 keV. The oﬀset is applied throughout our measurements.
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Fig. 3. Configuration at the experimental hutch for the reflectivity measurements. The four
steps of (1) reflectivity, (2) direct, (3) scattering, and (4) background measurements are
shown from top to bottom.
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Fig. 4. Film transmissivity of the Cu 6μm-thick film. The normalized transmissivity in the
24.35–26.00 and 24.90–25.00 degrees are plotted in the left and right panels, respectively.
The lower panel also shows its first derivative.
2.2.3. Sample stages and detectors
A schematic diagram for the reflectivity measurements is shown in Fig. 3. Our sample “reflector”
[Fig. 5] is put on near the focus of the 2nd focusing mirror. In front and rear of the reflector,
two ion chambers, designated respectively as I0 and I1, are placed. Four-jaw slits are installed
in front of each ion chamber. The parameters for the ion chambers are summarized in Tables 2
and 3. A He pass tube with ∼ 40mm long is installed between I0 and the reflector in order to
reduce the attenuation by air.
The reflector is put on a rotation θ-stage, whereas the four-jaw slit in front of I1 is on the 2θ-
stage. The incident beam is shaped to 0.05 mm × 1 mm for the vertical (V) and horizontal (H)
directions, respectively. The reflected beam passes through the 2nd four-jaw slit with 6 (V) mm
× 1 (H) mm in front of the I1 detector. The position of the I1 detector is fixed. Regardless of
the variable position of the slit on the 2θ-stage, it can accumulate the photons since the window
vertical width is ∼63 mm wide.
With the computer-controlled stages and detectors, the reflectivity is measured with the
following four steps,
1. Measure the flux of the reflected beam (IRef (E , θ)), which includes the detector
background and scattering at the air [Fig. 3(1)].
2. Remove sample and measure the flux of the direct beam (IDrt(E , θ)), which includes the
detector background and scattering at the air. The scattering should be negligible [Fig.
3(2)].
3. Move the detector to the position for reflection and measure the flux of the reflected beam.
X-rays do not illuminate the reflector. The scatting at the air in the beam path is measured
(IScat(E , θ)). The detector background is included [Fig. 3(3)].
4. Stop the beam and measure the detector background (IBkg(E , θ)) [Fig. 3(4)].
The reflectivity R is then calculated as
R = ( I1Ref − I1Scat
I0Ref − I0Scat )/(
I1Drt − I1Bkg
I0Drt − I0Bkg ). (10)
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Two methods are conceivable for obtaining the reflectivity at a given energy E and at a given
angle θ: angle scanning with the fixed energy (the angular scan) and energy scanning with the
fixed angle (the energy scan). The angular scan is sensitive to all the surface parameters; thus
we first performed an angular scan to determine the roughness and the mass density, as well
as the atomic scattering factors. However, due to the limited machine time of the beamline, we
could not measure the angular reflectivity with a fine energy-interval for the wide energy band
of 11.2–15.2 keV. We then made an energy scan at ten incident angles and obtained the angular
reflectivity at each angle. The configuration of the scans is summarized in Table 5
Table 2. The ionization chamber (Ohyo Koken Kogyo Co., Ltd)
Model Electrode Chamber Distance Window Approximate
Length Length Between Height × Width Weight
Electrodes
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (kg)
S-1194B1 140 170 12.5 10× ∼ 63 2.4
S-1196B1 280 310 12.5 10× ∼ 63 3.8
http://www.oken.co.jp/web_oken/Ics_i1_en.htm.
Incident window material is 50μm thick polyimide.
Table 3. Ion-chamber gas parameters
Ion chamber I0 I1
Used model S-1194B1 S-1196B1
Gas material Ar 15%/N2 85% Ar 100%
Attenuation at 760 (Torr)
at 11.2 (keV) 22.3% 91.8%
at 14.0 (keV) 12.4% 73.0%
at 15.4 (keV) 9.54% 62.9%
Fig. 5. Photo of our witness sample. Details are summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4. Sample Reflector
Type Replica Foil
Layers Gold ∼2000[Å] / Epoxy 10μm / Aluminum 152 μm
Size Height 101.6 [mm]
Width 88 [mm]
Radius 114 [mm]
Fig. 6. Reflectivity taken with the energy scan. The colored data-points are our measure-
ments, whereas the black data-points are calculated, using the HENKE table. The errors
are in 1-σ confidence.
3. Analysis and results
The reflectivity is obtained with Eq. 10. Figure 6 plots the reflectivity obtained with the energy-
scan. We obtained energy-pitch measurements of 0.4–0.7 eV for the SXT reflector, the finest
ever reported in the 11.2 – 15.2 keV range were obtained. The edges associated with the L-I,
II, and III transitions are identified, of which the depths are found to be roughly 60% shallower
than those expected from Henke’s atomic scattering factors.
Figure 7 plots the angular reflectivities obtained with the angular-scan and energy-scan. The
angular reflectivity obtained with the angular-scan is then fitted with the Nevot-Croce model
[Eq. 2]. The free parameters are the roughness σ, the atomic scattering factors f1 and f2, an
oﬀset of the incident angles θ, and a shift of the beam position. The latter two originate from
the beam wobbling mentioned below.
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Table 5. Data taken for the SXT reflector
Angular scan Band Pitch Energy
degree degree keV
0.00-1.00 0.01 11.200, 12.000, 13.000, 14.000, 14.500, 15.400
Energy scan Band Pitch Incident angle
keV eV degree
11.24–15.35 0.4–0.7 0.20,0.30,0.33,0.36,0.40,0.45,0.50,0.60,0.70,0.80
Table 6. Energy and angles used for the curve fitting
Energy Fit Range
keV degree
Angular Scan
11.200 0.30–0.50
12.000 0.30–0.45
13.000 0.25–0.60
14.000 0.20–0.42
14.500 0.20–0.40
15.400 0.20–0.45
Energy Scan
11.240–14.000 0.30–0.60
14.000–15.350 0.20–0.60
Spring-8 BL01 that we used is originally designed to measure the X-ray Absorption Fine
Structure (XAFS) with the transmission method. The beam height and angle at the sample
position are slightly wobbled within the field of view of the secondary mirror from the slit. The
wobbling is not under control. Therefore the resultant uncertainties in the beam position and
angle are up to 0.3 mm and 0.04 degrees, respectively. A slight change in the beam angle (i.e.,
tilt) and/or position (i.e., shift) from the optimum leads to an oﬀset to the incident angle and/or
a change in the flux of the reflection at a small incident angle below ∼0.2 degrees, respectively.
In the fitting, we found that the oﬀset incident-angle is energy dependent and fluctuated up
to ∼0.6 arcmin. The best-fit value of the shift also varies from scan to scan within 0.14 mm.
The shift causes the reflectivity below 0.2 degrees to vary significantly from scan to scan. Since
the cause of this shift is not under control, we screen the data at low incident-angle for the
model fitting . Furthermore, some data at the large oﬀ-axis angle are not modeled well [Fig.
7]. The cause is presumably due to the low signal-to-noise ratio, but it is not understood well.
We also removed the data at large oﬀ-axis angles. The regions of interest of the data after the
screenings are applied are summarized in Table 6. After applying the correction and screening
above, the reflectivity of the angular scan was refitted and was found to be well reproduced with
the combination of the roughness σ = 8.4Å and the mass density ρ = 19.32 g/cc (bulk density
for gold) as well as the atomic scattering factors f1 and f2. The best-fit factors are plotted in 8.
In Fig. 7, we also plotted the angular reflectivity using the energy scan data. We modeled the
oﬀset angle for the angular scan data as a function of energy and applied it for the analysis of
the energy-scan data. The large detector noise is clearly visible in the energy scan plot [Fig. 6].
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We calculate the standard deviation of the flux, choosing the data in their nearby featureless
band, and estimate the noise, displayed as errors in Fig. 6. The reflectivity taken at the large
incident angles of 0.6–0.8 degrees are mostly scattered, because the reflectivity at large incident
angles is not high, and because the data are dominated with the detector noise. Hence, the noisy
data at a large oﬀ-axis angle are also screened out. The regions of interest of the data after the
screenings are applied are summarized in Table 6. Since the number of the angular data-points
is limited, we fixed the roughness and mass density to be those obtained with the angular scan
data and fit them with the two free parameters f1 and f2. The best-fit atomic scattering factors
are shown in Fig. 8 and in Data File 1. Their errors are also listed as Δ f1 and Δ f2 in Data File
1.
We determined the atomic scattering factors f1 and f2, fitting the angular curve to the screened
reflectivity. Figure 8 plots the results with red dots with the error bars 90 % confidence level. Our
measurement is in good agreement with the HENKE table [14] in the energy band between 12.2
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Fig. 7. Reflectivity taken with the angular (black dot) and energy scans (red dot). The green
line corresponds to the best-fit model for the angular scan. In the lower panel in each figure,
the red dots correspond to the ratio of the best-fit model for the angular scan to the energy
scan data. From top left to bottom right, the beam energies are 11.2, 12.0, 13.0, 14.0, 14.5,
15.4 keV.
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and 13.4 keV. However, it shows a prominent discrepancy at the edge energies (LI at 14.3528
keV, LII at 13.7336 keV, LIII at 11.9187 keV), which is probably due to the energy pitch in our
measurements being finer than that in the Henke table. In the f2 factor, the fine structure around
the gold LIII edge is visible at 12 keV [Fig. 8]. It is identified as the XAFS structures of gold.
Similar discrepancies can be spotted at the deepest structures in the other edges of LII and LI, but
are marginal due to the large errors. Our measured f2 factors are found to be overall consistent
with those in the Henke table within the margin of error except near the XAFS structures at LIII
edges. We should note that the f2 factor at the energy above 14 keV is poorly constrained due
to a larger error.
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Atomic Scattering Factor
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Energy [eV]
Fig. 8. Atomic scattering factors f1 (upper panel) and f2 (lower panel). The blue and red
points show the factors obtained by the curve-fitting for the angular and energy scans,
respectively. The green points (designated as f1′ in text) are calculated from the f2 factor,
using the Kramers-Kronig relations. The error bars are in 90% confidence.
Since the f2 factors are consistent with the cataloged values by HENKE [14], we calculate
the f1 factors from f2, using the Kramers-Kronig relations [18, 19]. The Kramers-Kronig
relations are bidirectional mathematical relations, connecting the real and imaginary parts of
any complex function that is analytic in the upper half-plane. These relations are applied to
calculate analytically the real part f1 from the imaginary part f2 of the atomic scattering factor:
f1(E) = Z + 1
πrehc
∫ ∞
0
μ(	 ) 	
2
E2 − 	2 d	 − Δrel (11)
f2(E) = 12πrehc Eμ(E) (12)
where Z is an atomic number, h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light, and Δrel is the
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relativistic correction factor (Z/82.5)2.37 for gold. We used the f2 factors in the 11.2–15.2 keV
range and the HENKE factors in the other energies. Substituting the f2 factors into the equations,
we calculate the f1 factors (hereafter designated as f1′), and plotted them in Fig. 8 upper panel
with green points. The diﬀerence between the two solutions f1 and f1′ are listed as Δ f ′1 in Data
File 1.
One may wonder why the edge is so deep for the f1 or the reflectivity for the HENKE table.
We consider it to be primarily due to the unequal and simplified spacing in energy in the HENKE
table. They first measured the f2 parameter and then calculated the f1 parameter, using the KK
relations. In Eq. 12, the term of 	2/(E2 − 	2) becomes large if E − 	 is small. Therefore, the f2
parameter at the nearest energy 	nearest to the energy E mostly contributes to the f1 parameter.
In the HENKE table, the shape of the f2 edge is described only by two surrounding energies,
for example, LII edge is by 13.7335 and 13.7337 keV, and the separation between the two
energies can be as small as 0.2 eV. The fine and simple energy spacing of an edge makes a
sharper edge in the f2 parameter than the true value. The sharper edge in f2 makes a deep dip in
the f1 parameter. For that reason, we believe that the HENKE values of f2 are accurate. However,
the energy intervals are too simple in the table – very fine and simple at the edge energy but
coarse elsewhere. The fine and simple energy pitch at the edge makes an unrealistically deep
dip at the edge with the f1 parameter in their table.
4. Discussion
4.1. Uncertainty of the atomic scattering factor and the calculated reflectivity
We examine our two solutions of the factor f1 (red and green points in the upper panel of Fig. 8).
If the factor f1 was perfectly determined, the two solutions f1 and f1′ should agree with each
other. In our case, they didn’t exactly, and the diﬀerence is much larger than their statistical
errors. We interpret the diﬀerence between f1 and f1′, which originated from the uncontrolled
beam tilt and shift of the incident beam (Section 3.1), as a systematic error in our estimate, and
present the result in this section.
Our primary motivation is to apply the factor to the response function of the ASTRO-H SXT.
We thus investigate the eﬀect of the f1 and f2 errors to the reflectivity.
First, we calculate the reflectivity at the incident angles of 0.15, 0.30, 0.45 and 0.60 degrees,
substituting the f1 and f2 factors into Eq. 2. The top panel of Fig. 9 shows the obtained
reflectivities, where the errors of the f1 and f2 factors are propagated. Also, we calculate the
reflectivity, based on the combination of the f1′ and f2 factors. We then calculate the ratio of the
former to the latter, and plotted in the lower four panels in Fig. 9, putting the same error point to
both the positive and negative sides of each data point. The ratio can be regarded as a systematic
uncertainty in our measurement of the reflectivity, calculated from the atomic scattering factors
that we have derived.
Notably, the errors at small incident angles are fairly small, presumably because the
reflectivity is very close to unity and therefore is not sensitive to the errors of the factors f1
and f2. At larger incident angles of 0.30, 0.45 and 0.60 degrees, the error is large, particularly
for the highest-energy band of 14–15 keV. The critical angle drops as the energy increases and is
smaller than 0.3 degrees at these high energies; accordingly, the reflectivity also sharply drops.
Consequently, the reflectivity is expected to be, and is, very sensitive to the error of the f1 and
f2 factors at high-energy bands [Fig. 9].
4.2. Uncertainty of the SXT effective area
The SXTs are thin-foil-nested Wolter-I X-ray telescopes [2]. The angles of primary reflectors
in the SXTs are designed to follow a function of the radius between roughly 0.15–0.58 degrees
for the innermost to outermost reflectors. More inside a reflector is, smaller the angle is, and
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Fig. 9. Reflectivity calculated from the measured f1 and f2 factors at 0.15, 0.30, 0.45
and 0.60 degrees (top panel). The error bars are in 90% confidence level. The bottom four
panels show the “error” ratio between the reflectivities for four diﬀerent angles (see text).
therefore more eﬃciently it reflects incoming X-rays.
The SXT adopts a conical approximation [2]. Assuming the light from the direction of
the optical axis, the reflected light at the primary mirror is reflected at the same angle at the
secondary reflector. It means that each reflector pairs at a given radius shell has the unique
incident angle. So, we can simply calculate the eﬀective area by multiplying the geometrical
area by the square of the reflectivity for the angle. We repeated this calculation for all the
reflectivity pairs. Note that any figure errors of the reflectors, which can change the incident
angle, are ignored in this calculation.
The geometry in the reflector configurations is the primary factor to determine the eﬀective
area. The height of the reflector is the same at any radius in the SXTs, whereas the angle of tilt
is proportional to the radius. Then the eﬀective area of a reflector is proportional to the square
of the radius, since the circumference is proportional to the radius. We calculate the eﬀective
area of the telescope by multiplying the reflector’s eﬀective area at each radius by its reflectivity,
and plot it in Fig. 10. Note that the reflectivity is multiplied by twice in the calculation, because
each set of the reflectors consists of two parts, the primary and secondary ones.
The reflectivity R drops exponentially at around R ∼ 1/e (∼0.37), at which the grazing-angle
of the point is called the critical angle. The reflectivity for the incident grazing-angles smaller
than the critical angle is, on the other hand, all close to unity. Hence, the systematic error of the
reflectivity is expected to be in general small, and so indeed is as derived in our experiments,
particularly at the energy below 13.6 keV of the Au LII-edge [Fig. 9]. Thus, the error of the
eﬀective area of the SXT is calculated to be also small, roughly 2% at the energy below 13.6
keV.
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However, a distinctive trend of increase in the error is observed at the energy above 13.6 keV,
up to ∼4% for the resultant eﬀective area. The cause of this trend is explained as follows. Higher
the energy of incident X-rays is, higher the critical angle of reflection is, and less reflectors
in the telescope have the angle smaller than the critical angle (hereafter we refer to them as
“sub-critical” reflectors); as a result, most of reflectors except for the innermost reflectors have
the angle larger than the critical angle for the highest-energy X-rays (referred to as “above-
critical” reflectors). Then, the total contribution from the “above-critical” reflectors is, though
the reflectivity of each of those is smaller than that of the “sub-critical” reflectors, significant
for high-energy X-rays. The systematic error of the reflectivity of the “above-critical” reflectors
is larger than that of the “sub-critical” reflectors. Consequently, the systematic errors of the
reflectivity, and hence of the calculated eﬀective area, are considerably larger in the higher
energy.
Another trend observed is marginally larger errors than the nominal 2% below the energy of
12 keV [Fig. 9]. It seems to be attributed to some settings in our experiments. However, the
quantitative evaluation is diﬃcult, and the cause is not fully understood.
We conclude that the systematic error originated from the uncertainty of the atomic scattering
factors is up to about 4% for the SXT eﬀective area in the energy range of 11.2–15.4 keV, for
which we studied.
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Fig. 10. Eﬀective area of an ASTRO-H SXT (upper panel) with the error ratio (lower panel).
The eﬀective area is calculated, based on the design parameter [2] and the measured f1 and
f2 factors of reflectivity of the reflectors. The errors are propagated from those of the f1 and
f2 factors.
5. Conclusion
1. The reflectivity of the SXT’s reflectors, which consist of a gold mono-layer, was measured
for the energy range of 11.2–15.4 keV with the energy pitch of 0.4–0.7 eV.
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2. We found that the uncertainty of the reflectivity is dominated by (1) the uncontrolled
beam tilt and shift and (2) the detector noise due to the limited beam intensity.
3. The atomic scattering-factors f1 and f2 were determined with the unprecedented accuracy,
where the reflectivity data that have a large uncertainty are screened out. Two solutions
of the f1 and f2 factors are presented; one was determined with the curve fitting, and the
other, calculated with the KK relations. The best-fit roughness on the surface was ∼ 8.4Å
in the NC curve fitting.
4. The reflectivity of the reflector and the eﬀective area of the SXT were calculated, based
on the f1 and f2 factors. The uncertainty of the measured eﬀective area is likely to be at
most 4% or even smaller.
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